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The Erie County Sheriff’s Office responded to 273 calls the week of this report.  Below is a 

sampling of the noteworthy incidents in Grand Island. 

 

Date Type Street Narrative 
9/13 UUMV Warner Dr. Deputies responded to a possible stolen vehicle. Owner came 

out to find his Jeep Compass gone, taken sometime overnight. 

Deputies took a report and entered the vehicle as stolen.  

   

9/13 Domestic Trouble Stonebridge Rd. Deputies responded to a female attacked by a male at the 

residence. Deputies investigated and found the female injured. 

Male was arrested for assault and taken to the ECHC. Female 

half was treated at ECMC for a head injury.  

   

9/15 Domestic 

Trouble/MHL 22.09 

Bedell Rd. Deputies responded to a male pushing a female up against the 

wall. Deputies spoke with all parties on location and determined 

that the male half needed to go to ECMC for an alcohol related 

issue. He was transported to ECMC on MHL 22.09 papers.   

   

9/16 Accident PDO/ Road 

Rage 

Staley Rd. Deputies received a call from a passer by saying there was a 

fight on the side of Staley Rd. Deputies arrived and spoke with 

the drivers who were irate in regards to an apparent road rage 

that turned into an accident. Deputies completed an accident 

report and sent the drivers on their way. 

   

9/16 Traffic Stop/ Violate 

OOP 

I-190N @ Long Rd. Deputies initiated a traffic stop on a blue Jeep Liberty around 

11PM. The owner of the Jeep  was found to have an active 

bench warrant out of Kenmore. At the same time a passenger, 

was violating a stay away order by being in the vehicle with the 

protected party. Female was turned over to Kenmore PD, male 

was taken to ECHC, and the vehicle was towed.  

9/17 UUMV/ Pursuit Fuccillo Toyota Deputies took a report from manager at Fuccillo Toyota in 

regards to a subject test driving their purple Dodge Challenger 

and not returning it. Patrol investigated to find that the subject 

used a fake ID with the manager and his accomplice and him 

took the vehicle and their vehicle. The challenger was located in 

the City of Buffalo a short time later and recovered. At around 

2AM deputies located the vehicle the subjects used to get to 

Fuccillo earlier getting on the I-190 in Buffalo. Deputies 

pursued the vehicle through Buffalo, Grand Island, and all the 

way to Lewiston. The driver was eventually taken into custody 

at gun point after turning down a dead end street and ramming 

several police vehicles. The subject was arrested for several 

charges as well as over a dozen outstanding warrants. Subject 

was cleared at ECMC along with several injured deputies. Then 

he transported to the ECHC pending arraignment. 



    

    

    

 


